COMPANY PROFILE
Dacher Systems GmbH was founded in 2005 by the current Managing Director, Tiberius Dacher. Since then, we have been
supporting several national and international operating companies by providing individual, custom-made software
development works and IT-Support. Our clients are currently spread across many European countries. Fifteen years ago, we
founded our nearshore center in Kronstadt/Brasov Romania to cover the increasing demand for customized software. Aviation

and transport companies in particular have entrusted us with the development and maintenance of highly complex software
products. These products are explicitly programmed according to customer specifications while professional support is
provided from Berlin, during the ongoing software cycle. Please find an extract of some projects we did in the past.

PROJECTS
YOU NEED TO KNOW iN
ADVANCE
Notes2conf - Video conferencing directly from your HCL mail system.
Notes2conf was developed to enable videoconferencing from proprietary mail systems directly without media
breaks into the most common videoconferencing tools on the market. No installation, no programming or
adaptation necessary. Users can schedule and initiate directly meetings from their HCL Notes Client.

Solutions for Airlines - Effective communication is crucial to grant smooth running of an airline’s air and

ground traffic operations. Increasingly complex flight timetables and pressures regarding costs require
stabilization and optimization of communication channels. This is where our solutions comes in.

Mobile Workflow - Field Service- and Order Management. Send your tasks simple by e-mail to your employees
via our APP and get back an actual status of their tasks including GPS coordinates, time stamp, photo or
signature.

TrackingSuite - Fleet support through route planning, real-time vehicle tracking, and route optimization.
Online Dashboard for working time recording & analysis.

Key Competence of Dacher Systems is a verifiable, long-lasting experience to
provide the best software development works and services to its customers
that serve their requirements and company culture best.

